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Musical Spaces Aug 05 2023 There is growing
recognition and understanding of music’s
fundamentally spatial natures, with
significances of space found both in the
immediacy of musical practices and in
connection to broader identities and ideas
around music. Whereas previous publications
have looked at connections between music and
space through singular lenses (such as how
they are linked to ethnic identities or how
musical images of a city are constructed), this
book sets out to explore intersections between
multiple scales and kinds of musical spaces. It
complements the investigation of broader
power structures and place-based identities by
a detailed focus on the moments of music-
making and musical environments, revealing
the mutual shaping of these levels. The book
overcomes a Eurocentric focus on a typically
narrow range of musics (especially European
and North American classical and popular
forms) with case studies on a diverse set of
genres and global contexts, inspiring a range of
ethnographic, text-based, historical, and
practice-based approaches.
American Musical Life in Context and Practice
to 1865 Jun 03 2023 This collection of original

essays covers individuals, groups, musical
practices, and other topics representing various
regions and cities. The subjects reflect the
religious, ethnic, and social plurality of the
American musical experience as well as the
impact on society provided by the arrival of
immigrants and the movements of musicians
and musical practices. Each article sheds light
on cultural expressions through music in 18th
and 19th-century America. The essays range
from an examination of the music and dance
performed in Philadelphia City Tavern,
1773-1790, to a study of the American concert
tour of two British singers in 1838-1840, to a
discussion of Bach's growing popularity in
America during the 19th century.
Music as Creative Practice Feb 04 2021 Not
long ago, ideas of creativity in music revolved
around composers in garrets and the idea of
genius. In the last decade there has been a sea
change in thinking: musical creativity is seen in
terms of collaboration and real-time
performance. 'Music as Creative Practice'
attempts to synthesise both perspectives.
Experimentalisms in Practice Nov 27 2022
Taking a broad approach to a wide variety of
Latin@ and Latin American music traditions,

Experimentalisms in Practice challenges
traditional notions of what has been considered
experimental, and provides new points of entry
to reevaluate modern and avant-garde music
studies.
How to Practice Music Jan 18 2022
(Instructional). The essential companion for
every musician. Accessible and authoritative,
How to Practice Music is an ideal guide for
anyone learning to play music. Suitable for
instrumentalists and vocalists of any genre, this
comprehensive handbook will give you a better
idea of how to practice music, good reasons for
doing so, and the confidence to succeed.
Concepts: how to be motivated; how to plan
your practice; how to warm up; how to practice
core skills; how to practice pieces; how to
practice mindfully; how to practice playing; and
more!
Music and History Dec 17 2021 This book
begins with a simple question: Why haven't
historians and musicologists been talking to
one another? Historians frequently look to all
aspects of human activity, including music, in
order to better understand the past.
Musicologists inquire into the social, cultural,
and historical contexts of musical works and
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musical practices to develop theories about the
meanings of compositions and the significance
of musical creation. Both disciplines examine
how people represent their experiences. This
collection of original essays, the first of its kind,
argues that the conversation between scholars
in the two fields can become richer and more
mutually informing. The volume features an
eloquent personal essay by historian Lawrence
W. Levine, whose work has inspired a whole
generation of scholars working on African
American music in American history. The first
six essays address widely different aspects of
musical culture and history ranging from
women and popular song during the French
Revolution to nineteenth-century music
publishing in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Two
additional essays by scholars outside of
musicology and history represent a new kind of
disciplinary bridging by using the methods of
cultural studies to look at cross-dressing in
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century opera
and blues responses to lynching in the New
South. The last four essays offer models for
collaborative, multidisciplinary research with a
special emphasis on popular music. Jeffrey H.
Jackson, Memphis, Tennessee, is assistant
professor of history at Rhodes College. He is
the author of Making Jazz French: Music and
Modern Life in Interwar Paris. Stanley C.
Pelkey, Portage, Michigan, is assistant
professor of music at Western Michigan
University. He is a member of the College
Music Society, and his work has appeared in

music-related periodicals.
Performing Orthodox Ritual in Byzantium Oct
15 2021 The first full-length, interdisciplinary
study of the Greek performing arts - theatre,
rhetoric and ritual - between antiquity and the
Renaissance.
Medieval Music in Practice Sep 25 2022
Richard Crocker once wrote "we understand
many things about the history of music--
specifically its development--better from the
earlier periods." Since his first publications in
1958, Crocker pioneered a radically
phenomenological and critical approach to the
study of early music and musical style.
Medieval Music in Practice: Studies in Honor of
Richard Crocker brings together eleven essays
that take up Crocker's call to consider the
continuity of medieval and later musical
practices in performance, composition, and
pedagogy. Two introductory essays open this
collection. Judith Peraino surveys the
disciplinary questions that emerge in Crocker's
work: What constitutes a coherent category of
music? What are the "ruling ideas" of
musicology? Richard Taruskin pays tribute to
Crocker's remarkable prescience in the 1960s
of anti-essentialist and anti-universalist
arguments that characterized "new musicology"
in the 1980s. Nine further essays focus on
repertories from the eleventh century to the
sixteenth century, reflecting different facets of
Crocker's scholarly legacy: Lori Kruckenberg,
James Grier, and Margot Fassler explore the
use of medieval chant in the crafting of

personal and institutional histories; Sarah
Fuller, Margaret Hasselman, and Julie
Cumming consider pedagogy, continuity, and
intertextuality in Medieval and Renaissance
compositions; Sean Curran, Anna Maria Busse
Berger, and Dorit Tanay examine the material,
written artifacts of Medieval music for
information about its contexts and meanings.
Scholars of early music and those interested in
the intellectual history of musicology will find
in these essays new historical discoveries and
critical insights that enrich our view of the
practice of medieval music as well as our
practice of musicology. For more information,
see http:
//www.corpusmusicae.com/misc/misc_cc008.ht
m
Masculinity and Western Musical Practice
Aug 25 2022 In other disciplines within the arts
and humanities, 'men's studies' is a well-
established field. Musicology has only recently
begun to address music's engagement with
masculinity and as a result has sometimes
thereby failed to recognise its own discursive
misogyny. This book does not seek to cover the
field comprehensively but, rather, to explore in
detail some of the ways in which musical
practices do the cultural work of masculinity.
Performance Practice Jul 04 2023
Performance practice is the study of how music
was performed over the centuries, both by its
originators (the composers and performers who
introduced the works) and, later, by revivalists.
This first of its kind Dictionary offers entries on
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composers, musiciansperformers, technical
terms, performance centers, musical
instruments, and genres, all aimed at
elucidating issues in performance practice. This
A-Z guide will help students, scholars, and
listeners understand how musical works were
originally performed and subsequently changed
over the centuries. Compiled by a leading
scholar in the field, this work will serve as both
a point-of-entry for beginners as well as a
roadmap for advanced scholarship in the field.
Practicing with Purpose Apr 01 2023 (Meredith
Music Resource). Now's the time to practice
smarter, not harder. It's time to Practice with
Purpose ! Practice is everything if you want to
improve as a musician. But, what and how do
you practice effectively and with efficiency?
This book contains 50 easy-to-use strategies
scientifically proven and field-tested to improve
musical skills. It includes practice plans for
every level with examples from the world's
greatest performers. It's an indispensable
resource to immediately increase musical
proficiency.
Exploring Social Justice Sep 13 2021 The
twenty-seven contributors to this book are
professors, teachers, and students representing
all parts of Canada, as well as the USA, Brazil,
Norway, Finland, and South Africa. They
wrestle with the meaning and practice of social
justice in and through music education.
The Musician's Way : A Guide to Practice,
Performance, and Wellness Nov 08 2023 In The
Musician's Way, veteran performer and

educator Gerald Klickstein combines the latest
research with his 30 years of professional
experience to provide aspiring musicians with a
roadmap to artistic excellence. Part I, Artful
Practice, describes strategies to interpret and
memorize compositions, fuel motivation,
collaborate, and more. Part II, Fearless
Performance, lifts the lid on the hidden causes
of nervousness and shows how musicians can
become confident performers. Part III, Lifelong
Creativity, surveys tactics to prevent music-
related injuries and equips musicians to tap
their own innate creativity. Written in a
conversational style, The Musician's Way
presents an inclusive system for all
instrumentalists and vocalists to advance their
musical abilities and succeed as performing
artists.
Going for Jazz Dec 09 2023 Jazz is one of the
most influential American art forms of our
times. It shapes our ideas about musical
virtuosity, human action and new forms of
social expression. In Going for Jazz, Nicholas
Gebhardt shows how the study of jazz can offer
profound insights into American historical
consciousness. Focusing on the lives of three
major saxophonists—Sidney Bechet, Charlie
Parker, and Ornette Coleman—Gebhardt
demonstrates how changing forms of state
power and ideology framed and directed their
work. Weaving together a range of seemingly
disparate topics, from Frederick Jackson
Turner's frontier thesis to the invention of
bebop, from Jean Baudrillard's Seduction to the

Cold War atomic regime, Gebhardt addresses
the meaning and value of jazz in the political
economy of American society. In Going for Jazz,
jazz musicians assume dynamic and dramatic
social positions that demand a more
conspicuous place for music in our
understanding of the social world.
Good Music Practice Apr 20 2022 Good
Music Practice is for beginner musicians and
professionals alike. It is a great resource for
music teachers too! And ... it helps parents find
the best music practice method for their
children. Do you have problems focusing? I can
help you get centered. Do you need help finding
the best music practice method for your child?
My book will give you and your child the
guidance you need. Do you have performance
anxiety? I can help you overcome your
apprehensions. Do you practice the right stuff?
I can help you choose the best music practice
items. Is your music practice going in circles? I
will help you get out of that rut. Is your sight
reading slow and tedious? With my help you
will get it at least 95% right on the first pass.
Can you practice comfortably with a
metronome? I will give you some great tips on
how to practice music with a timekeeper - This
will get your groove on. Do you need to improve
your aural skills? I will show you exactly - in
very easy steps - how you can work out an
entire piece of music from a recording Simply
put, without good music practice your/your
child's/your students' music practice and
performance will suffer. George Urbazsek,
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Author of Good Music Practice
Perspectives on Contemporary Musical
Practices May 02 2023 This volume sheds light
on the wide range of perspectives on musical
activity today, and shows how it can be
analyzed from different points of view, working
within a diverse theoretical framework. It is
organized into three sections, the first of which
discusses the changing contexts of musical
work compositions over the 20th century. The
second part offers a rich and in-depth musical
analysis, rigorously connected to the
performative and interpretative dimension,
while the third considers the relationship
between technology and music, and its
influence on the creation of new paradigms for
musical performance and creation. Covering
practical and theoretical problems, the
collection will be of great interest to scholars,
professionals, students of music, composers,
and performers.
Making Music, Making Society Jul 12 2021 A
society is the result of interacting individuals,
and individuals are also the result of this
interaction. This interaction happens through
music, among other factors. As such, music
constitutes a powerful resource for symbolic
interaction, which constitutes the medium and
substance of a culture. The importance of music
in a society is clearly brought to light in the role
that it plays in the three basic parameters of
the social logics: identity, social order and the
need for exchange. If music is so important to
us, it is because, apart from its assigned

aesthetic values, it fits closely with the
dynamics of each of these three different
parameters. These parameters, which are
consubstantial to the social nature of the
human being, constitute the core of the book as
they manifest in musical practices. This
publication addresses important issues such as
the role of music in shaping identities, how
music and social order are intertwined and why
music is so relevant in human interaction. The
last part of the book explores issues related to
the social application of musical research. The
volume brings together specialists from
different academic disciplines with the same
powerful starting point: music is not merely
something related to the social, but rather a
social life itself, something capable of
structuring the social experience.
Music as Cultural Practice, 1800-1900 Aug
13 2021 In Music as Cultural Practice,
Lawrence Kramer adapts the resources of
contemporary literary theory to forge a
genuinely new discourse about music.
Rethinking fundamental questions of meaning
and expression, he demonstrates how European
music of the nineteenth century collaborates on
equal terms with textual and sociocultural
practices in the constitution of self and society.
In Kramer's analysis, compositional processes
usually understood in formal or emotive terms
reappear as active forces in the work of cultural
formation. Thus Beethoven's last piano sonata,
Op. 111, forms both a realization and a critique
of Romantic utopianism; Liszt's Faust

Symphony takes bourgeois gender ideology into
a troubled embrace; Wagner's Tristan und
Isolde articulates a basic change in the cultural
construction of sexuality. Through such
readings, Kramer works toward the larger
conclusion that nineteenth-century European
music is concerned as much to challenge as to
exemplify an ideology of organic unity and
subjective wholeness. Anyone interested in
music, literary criticism, or nineteenth-century
culture will find this book pertinent and
provocative.
Music Practices Across Borders Feb 16 2022
Connecting migration studies and the theory of
valuation, this collection offers an
interdisciplinary approach to the study of
transnational music practices. Conceiving
music as a practice not confined to audibility,
the contributions reveal how music emerges in
concrete situations through people, objects,
techniques, meanings, and emotions in
different parts of the world and during different
historic periods. Values are thereby created
and shared, and creative processes are
evaluated in terms of diversity, space and
exchange. This book presents cases of
contemporary, popular and traditional music,
festivals and trade fairs, albums and band
projects, shedding light on the tensions
between the transfer, reconstruction and
creation of music in different contexts.
Musical Creativities in Practice Jul 24 2022 This
book explores the social and the cultural
contexts in which creativity in music occurs. It
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considers what constitutes creativity, taking a
cross cultural view of music, and investigating
creative processes far beyond just the classical
music genre - including electronic media,
popular music, and improvised music.
World Music Pedagogy, Volume IV:
Instrumental Music Education Mar 20 2022
World Music Pedagogy, Volume IV:
Instrumental Music Education provides the
perspectives and resources to help music
educators craft world-inclusive instrumental
music programs in their teaching practices.
Given that school instrumental music
programs—concert bands, symphony
orchestras, and related ensembles—have borne
musical traditions that broadly reflect Western
art music and military bands, instructors are
often educated within the European
conservatory framework. Yet a culturally
diverse and inclusive music pedagogy can
enrich, expand, and transform these
instrumental music programs to great effect.
Drawing from years of experience as practicing
music educators and band and orchestra
leaders, the authors present a vision
characterized by both real-world applicability
and a great depth of perspective. Lesson plans,
rehearsal strategies, and vignettes from
practicing teachers constitute valuable
resources. With carefully tuned ears to
intellectual currents throughout the broader
music education community, World Music
Pedagogy, Volume IV provides readers with
practical approaches and strategies for creating

world-inclusive instrumental music programs.
The Oxford Handbook of Social Justice in
Music Education Dec 29 2022 Music
education has historically had a tense
relationship with social justice. One the one
hand, educators concerned with music
practices have long preoccupied themselves
with ideas of open participation and the
potentially transformative capacity that musical
interaction fosters. On the other hand, they
have often done so while promoting and
privileging a particular set of musical practices,
traditions, and forms of musical knowledge,
which has in turn alienated and even excluded
many children from music education
opportunities. The Oxford Handbook of Social
Justice in Music Education provides a
comprehensive overview and scholarly analyses
of the major themes and issues relating to
social justice in musical and educational
practice worldwide. The first section of the
handbook conceptualizes social justice while
framing its pursuit within broader contexts and
concerns. Authors in the succeeding sections of
the handbook fill out what social justice entails
for music teaching and learning in the home,
school, university, and wider community as
they grapple with cycles of injustice that might
be perpetuated by music pedagogy. The
concluding section of the handbook offers
specific practical examples of social justice in
action through a variety of educational and
social projects and pedagogical practices that
will inspire and guide those wishing to confront

and attempt to ameliorate musical or other
inequity and injustice. Consisting of 42
chapters by authors from across the globe, the
handbook will be of interest to anyone who
wishes to better understand what social justice
is and why its pursuit in and through music
education matters.
Sensorial Aesthetics in Music Practices Oct 27
2022 Embodied experience and sensorial
understandings in Western music The Western
history of aesthetics is characterised by tension
between theory and practice. Musicians listen,
play, and then listen more profoundly in order
to play differently, adapt the body, and sense
the environment. They become deeply involved
in the sensorial qualities of music practice.
Artistic practice refers to the original meaning
of aesthetics—the senses. Whereas Baumgarten
and Goethe explored the relationship between
sensibility and reason, sensation and thinking,
later philosophers of aesthetics deemed the
sensorial to be confused and unreliable and
instead prioritised a cognitive or objective
approach. Written by authors from the fields of
philosophy, composition, performance, and
artistic practice, Sensorial Aesthetics in Music
Practices repositions aesthetics as a domain of
the sensible and explores the interaction
between artists, life, and environment.
Aesthetics becomes a field of sensorial and
embodied experience involving temporal and
spatial influences, implicit knowledge, and
human characteristics. Contributors: Kathleen
Coessens (Koninklijk Conservatorium Brussel,
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Orpheus Institute), Tim Ingold (University of
Aberdeen), Michaël Levinas (Conservatoire
National Supérieur de Musique de Paris),
Fabien Lévy (Hochschule für Musik Detmold),
Lasse Thoresen (Norwegian Academy of
Music), Vanessa Tomlinson (Queensland
Conservatorium of Music), Salomé Voegelin
(University of the Arts London)
Engaging Musical Practices May 14 2024
Engaging Musical Practices: A Sourcebook for
Instrumental Music is a long awaited
compilation of best practices for instrumental
music education. This unique book contains
practical and pedagogically oriented chapters
written by leaders in the field of instrumental
music education. Designed for instrumental
music teachers or for use in instrumental
methods courses, the book covers a wide range
of topics, such as: student readiness for
instrumental music beginning an instrumental
music program teaching instrumental music at
the intermediate and advanced levels working
with strings and orchestras motivating students
incorporating improvisation into the curriculum
selecting repertoire based on curricular goals
engaging students in assessment marching
band pedagogy and techniques integrating
technology considering “traditional”
instrumental music practice becoming an
instrumental music teacher communicating
effectively with stakeholders Contributions by
James Ancona and Heidi Sarver, Kimberly
Ackney and Colleen Conway, Christopher
Azzara, William Bauer and Rick Dammers,

Brian Bersh, Suzanne Burton & Rick Townsend,
Patricia Campbell and Lee Higgins, Robert
Gardner, Richard Grunow, Mike Hewitt and
Bret Smith, Dan Isbell, Nate Kruse, Chad
Nicholson, Alden Snell, and David Stringham.
Engaging Musical Practices Jun 15 2024 Inspire
and involve your adolescent students in active
music-making with this second edition of
Engaging Musical Practices: A Sourcebook for
Middle School General Music. A practical and
accessible resource, fourteen chapters lay out
pedagogically sound practices for preservice
and inservice music teachers. Beginning with
adolescent development, authors outline clear,
pedagogical steps for the creation of an
inclusive curriculum that is age-appropriate
age-relevant, and standards-based. You will find
timely chapters on singing and playing
instruments such as guitar, keyboard, ukulele,
drumming and percussion. Other chapters
address ways to make music with technology,
strategies for students with exceptionalities,
and the construction of instruments. Further,
there are chapters on songwriting,
interdisciplinary creative projects, co-creating
musicals, infusing general music into the choral
classroom, and standards-based assessment.
The book is full of musical examples, sample
rubrics, and resource lists. This second edition
of Engaging Musical Practices: A Sourcebook
for Middle School General Music is a necessity
for any practitioner who teaches music to
adolescent students or as a text for secondary
general music methods courses.

Practicing Music by Design Jun 10 2021
Practicing Music by Design: Historic Virtuosi on
Peak Performance explores pedagogical
practices for achieving expert skill in
performance. It is an account of the
relationship between historic practices and
modern research, examining the defining
characteristics and applications of eight
common components of practice from the
perspectives of performing artists, master
teachers, and scientists. The author presents
research past and present designed to help
musicians understand the abstract principles
behind the concepts. After studying Practicing
Music by Design, students and performers will
be able to identify areas in their practice that
prevent them from developing. The tenets
articulated here are universal, not instrument-
specific, borne of modern research and the
methods of legendary virtuosi and teachers.
Those figures discussed include: Luminaries
Franz Liszt and Frederic Chopin Renowned
performers Anton Rubinstein, Mark Hambourg,
Ignace Paderewski, and Sergei Rachmaninoff
Extraordinary teachers Theodor Leschetizky,
Rafael Joseffy, Leopold Auer, Carl Flesch, and
Ivan Galamian Lesser-known musicians who
wrote perceptively on the subject, such as
violinists Frank Thistleton, Rowsby Woof,
Achille Rivarde, and Sydney Robjohns
Practicing Music by Design forges old with new
connections between research and practice,
outlining the practice practices of some of the
most virtuosic concert performers in history
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while ultimately addressing the question: How
does all this work to make for better musicians
and artists?
The Cultural Study of Music Jun 22 2022
What is the relationship between music and
culture? The first edition of The Cultural Study
of Music: A Critical Introduction explored this
question with groundbreaking rigor and
breadth. Now this second edition refines that
original analysis while examining the ways the
field has developed in the years since the
book’s initial publication. Including
contributions from scholars of music, cultural
studies, anthropology, sociology, and
psychology, this anthology provides a
comprehensive introduction to the study of
music and culture. It includes both pioneering
theoretical essays and exhaustively researched
case studies on particular issues in world
musics. For the second edition, the original
essays have been revised and nine new
chapters have been added, covering themes
such as race, religion, geography, technology,
and the politics of music. With an even broader
scope and a larger roster of world-renowned
contributors, The Cultural Study of Music is
certain to remain a canonical text in the field of
cultural musicology.
Engaging Musical Practices Apr 13 2024 In this
book authors share their expertise and
resources with music teachers who seek to
confirm, renew, and extend their philosophies
and practices in elementary general music.
Chromaticism Apr 08 2021 Musical practices

in the 20th century pose new and complex
problems in the study of the fundamental
principles of pitch organization. The analysis of
basic harmonic categories, one of which is
chromaticism, acquires particular importance
as a means of restoring time, which has gone
out of joint and identifying the logical principles
in the historical process of musical
development. Vladimir Barsky, in his
thoroughly researched and clearly written
guide, traces the progress of the concept of
chromaticism throughout Western musical
history, and recreates an integrated logical and
historical perspective in order to make a
specific study of this key subject. He identifies
the dynamics of the changing historical theories
of chromaticism and relates these to musical
practices, applying them to the analysis of
current pitch systems. This book will be an
invaluable tool for readers whose aim is to
come nearer to comprehending the idioms of
20th century music.
Musical Practice as a Form of Life Jan 10 2024
How is musical practice connected with
everyday life? Eva-Maria Houben shows that
performing music as an activity - indeed, as
playing - is a meaningful shift from an approach
based on structural analysis. Musical practice,
Eva-Maria Houben contends, can be understood
as open and never finished. Such an emphasis
on repetition offers freedom from perfection,
productivity, and purpose, thus allowing
meaning to unfold in specific situations, places,
and relationships. Musical practice can become

a form of life and a reality in its own right. The
study includes musical examples from the 17th,
18th, 19th, and 20th centuries as well as
contemporary music.
Aspects of Teaching Secondary Music Oct 07
2023 Aspects of Teaching Secondary Music
provides a practical illustration of the skills,
knowledge and understanding required to
teach music in the secondary classroom.
Musical concepts and ideas are discussed and a
critical examination of key issues is given. This
encourages the reader to engage with these
thoughts and consider their views and beliefs in
terms of how they will influence their potential
to teach music in an inspired and effective
manner.
Musical Creativities in Practice Feb 28 2023
Musical Creativities in Practice explores the
social and the cultural contexts in which
creativity in music occurs. It begins by
considering what constitutes creativity - taking
a cross cultural view of music, while
investigating creative processes far beyond just
the classical music genre - including electronic
media, popular music, and improvised music. In
addition it looks at creativity in both writing
and performing. The field of musical education
is a key focus - examining why creativity is
important within the educational environment,
and looking at how schools might sometimes
stifle creativity in their music teaching, rather
than encourage it. The book is packed with case
studies and real-life examples taken from
studies across the world, providing a powerful
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corrective to myths and outmoded conceptions
which privilege the creative practice of
individual artists. Musical Creativity in Practice
argues the need for conceptual expansion of
musical creativities in line with vital
contemporary real world practices. It explores
how different types of musical creativities are
recognised and communicated in the real world
practices of a diversity of professional
musicians. The book covers creative practice
issues underlying composing, improvising,
singer songwriting, originals bands, DJ
cultures, live coding and interactive sound
designing and the implications of creativity
research for music education and for the
assessment of creativities in industry and
education. Musical Creativities in Practice will
be valuable for those in fields of music
psychology and music education, from
advanced undergraduate level upwards.
Music Education for Changing Times Mar 12
2024 Based on topics that frame the debate
about the future of professional music
education, this book explores the issues that
music teachers must confront in a rapidly
shifting educational landscape. The book aims
to challenge thought and change minds. It
presents a star cast of internationally
prominent thinkers in and beyond music
education. These thinkers deliberately
challenge many time-worn traditions in music
education with regard to musicianship, culture
and society, leadership, institutions,
interdisciplinarity, research and theory, and

curriculum. This is the first book to confront
these issues in this way. This unique book has
emerged from fifteen years of international
dialog by The MayDay Group, an organization
of more than 250 music educators from over 20
countries who meet yearly to confront issues in
music teaching and learning.
The Practice of Practice Jan 30 2023 talent
means almost nothing when it comes to getting
better at anything, especially music. Practice is
everything. This book covers essential practice
strategies and mindsets you won't find in any
other book. You'll learn the What, Why, When,
Where, Who, and especially the How of great
music practice. You'll learn what research tells
us about practice, but more importantly, you'll
learn how the best musicians in many genres of
music think about practice, and you'll learn the
strategies and techniques they use to improve.
This book will help you get better faster,
whether you play rock, Bach, or any other kind
of music.
Yorùbá Music in the Twentieth Century
May 10 2021 Drawing on extensive field
research conducted over the course of two
decades, Bode Omojola examines traditional
and contemporary Yorùbá genres of music.
Community Music Today Mar 08 2021
Community Music Today highlights community
music workers who constantly improvise and
reinvent to lead through music and other
expressive media. It answers the perennial
question “What is community music?” through
a broad, international palette of contextual

shades, hues, tones, and colors. With over fifty
musician/educators participating, the book
explores community music in global contexts,
interconnections, and marginalized
communities, as well as artistry and social
justice in performing ensembles. This book is
both a response to and a testimony of what
music is and can do, music’s place in people’s
lives, and the many ways it unites and marks
communities. As documented in case studies,
community music workers may be musicians,
teachers, researchers, and activists, responding
to the particular situations in which they find
themselves. Their voices are the threads of the
multifaceted tapestry of musical practices at
play in formal, informal, nonformal, incidental,
and accidental happenings of community music.
Artistic Practice as Research in Music: Theory,
Criticism, Practice Nov 15 2021 Artistic
Practice as Research in Music: Theory,
Criticism, Practice brings together
internationally renowned scholars and
practitioners to explore the cultural,
institutional, theoretical, methodological,
epistemological, ethical and practical aspects
and implications of the rapidly evolving area of
artistic research in music. Through various
theoretical positions and case studies, and by
establishing robust connections between
theoretical debates and concrete examples of
artistic research projects, the authors discuss
the conditions under which artistic practice
becomes a research activity; how practice-led
research is understood in conservatoire
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settings; issues of assessment in relation to
musical performance as research;
methodological possibilities open to music
practitioners entering academic environments
as researchers; the role of technology in
processes of musical composition as research;
the role and value of performerly knowledge in
music-analytical enquiry; issues in relation to
live performance as a research method; artistic
collaboration and improvisation as research
tools; interdisciplinary concerns of the artist-
researcher; and the relationship between the
affordances of a musical instrument and artistic
research in musical performance. Readers will
come away from the book with fresh insights
about the theoretical, critical and practical
work being done by experts in this exciting new
field of enquiry.
What’s So Important About Music Education?
May 22 2022 Argues for the importance of
musical activity in human life and for the
importance of music in education. This book
presents a model for teaching the musical
practices of the nation's constituent cultural
groups in schools in terms of their respective
cultural meanings.
Communities of Musical Practice Feb 11 2024
Every day people come together to make music.
Whether amateur or professional, young or old,

jazz enthusiasts or rock stars, what is common
to all of these musical groups is the potential to
create communities of musical practice (CoMP).
Such communities are created through
practices: ways of engaging, rules,
membership, roles, identities and learning that
is both shared through collective musical
endeavour and situated within certain
sociocultural contexts. Ailbhe Kenny
investigates CoMP as a rich model for
community engagement, musical participation
and transformation in music education. This
book is the first to produce a valid and reliable
in-depth study of music communities using a
community of practice (CoP) framework - in this
case focusing on the social process of musical
learning. Employing case study research within
Ireland, three illustrations from particular
sociocultural, genre-specific, economic and
geographical contexts are examined: an adult
amateur jazz ensemble, a youth choir, and an
online Irish traditional music web platform.
Each case is analysed as a distinct community
and phenomenon offering sharpened
understandings of each sub-culture with
specific findings presented for each community.
iPractice Sep 06 2023 This book provides new
practical tools that bridge the gap between
familiar, easy-to-use technology and musical

practice to enhance musicianship and motivate
students. Authors Jennifer Mishra and Barbara
Fast provide ideas for use with students of all
levels, from beginners to musicians performing
advanced repertoire. This book is written for
teachers (both studio teachers and ensemble
directors), but can be read by performers to
help give new guidance to their own practice
sessions. Some strategies in this book would
not have been possible without advances in
technology; others expand tried-and-true
practice strategies with the use of technology.
Most of the technologies discussed are free or
inexpensive and don't require extensive
specialist equipment or learning. Rather than
replacing quality practice strategies,
technology brings new tools to the practicing
tool box. The strategies lay the foundation for
how technology can be used in the practice
room and are intended to spark creativity. The
book encourages teachers and students to vary
the integration of practice strategies with
technology in personal ways to fit their own
studios or practice routines. This book is all
about exploring our musical practice through
technology. The ideas in this book will
invigorate your musical practice and lead to
even more creativity between you and your
students
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